Austian's Risk Services, Inc., (ARS) specializes in the
development and management of safety and regulatory review
processes as well as risk assessment and advisor services, expert
witness services and underwriting risk analysis. ARS is a privately
owned Oklahoma based company founded by Keith Austian in
1989. We have celebrated our 26th year in business.
Austian's Risk Services, Inc., primary mission is to assist
companies in the prevention of accidents, controlling accident
related costs and regulatory compliance. ARS strives to exceed
each client's needs to ensure maximum results are achieved. Our
goal is to be the premiere risk management service company in
the USA and abroad.
Over 30 Years of Safety and Risk Management Experience with National and International Companies.
Management at Austian’s Risk Services, Inc. would like to serve your company in one or all of the
above services. We will do what it takes to give you the quality service you deserve.
ARS offers a wide range of safety and risk services as follows:
Risk Reduction Reviews Services are conducted by an ARS consultant that covers most all areas of
safety and regulatory compliance. The reviews are targeted toward training location management on
how to effectively manage their safety and regulatory programs.
Risk Reduction Review Training that trains internal safety management at companies on how to
effectively conduct safety reviews at their locations.
Risk Control Program Development that is tailored to company’s needs and targets the prevention
of accidents, control of cost(s) related to accidents and regulatory compliance.
Risk Control Training for safety and operations management on how to effectively train their
employees on the safety and/or regulatory programs that were written by ARS.
Expert Witness Services that provide companies an expert witness for cases that require an expert in
safety and regulatory compliance. Other experts are also searched for our clients on other expert
areas such as medical, accident reconstruction, rehab, etc.
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Underwriting Risk Analysis for insurance carriers, insurance brokers so that they can accurately
access the risk of a company. They are also conducted for companies that are in the process of
purchasing a company so that they can accurately access their risk.
Strategic Risk and Safety Advisor to executives and boards of directors on an as needed basis to
provide recommendations or advice on how to manage safety and regulatory issues or opportunity
areas.
Strategic Risk/Safety Review Planning to assist risk and safety management in reviewing where they
are in safety and what areas or programs they should improve on or implement during the next year.
Catastrophic Claim Examination assistance is provided to help management determine any
negligent safety and regulatory factors on an accident claim.
The Federal ADA department enforces the ADA regulations through complaints, lawsuits,
consent decrees, settlement agreements, and alternate dispute resolution (mediation).
In general, the ADA regulations cover disability rights concerning hiring practices and accessible
design of public buildings and businesses like retail stores and restaurants. Resolution of a case
involving accessibility in a large company can take years to resolve and be very costly. Keith Austian
worked on one case involving a retail chain as an expert witness for over five years to get it resolved.
Employee Benefit Enrollment assistance to find a vendor that will conduct enrollments for large
companies for little or no cost. More importantly, to ensure that an employee completely understands
their benefits and also the dollar value of their benefits that an employer provides and/or offers
during their enrollment process.
Discount Health and Lifestyle Benefit Advisor and Provider to find high quality (non-insurance)
benefits that can significantly improve a company’s employee benefit package at a very low cost and
even decrease the medical claims cost.
Licensed All Insurance Line Agent/Broker to assist companies in finding an insurance broker and/or
carrier(s) that best fits their needs.
Software Development Services for web, mobile, software as a service (SaaS) and desktop/server
software application development services for risk, safety, claims and insurance related areas. Together
our team has over 60 years of software development experience for both large corporations and small
business.
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